
GlobalPDX invites you to sponsor our “Reimagining Global Change” 2021 Annual Conference
on Thursday, October 28th at the McMenamins Kennedy School! In our fourth year hosting this
conference for Oregon’s global change makers, we are dedicated to bringing the most
thought-provoking speakers, inviting the most dynamic group of professionals, and highlighting
the most visionary organizations; which is why we are inviting you!

About GlobalPDX

GlobalPDX is Oregon’s hub for global changemakers, uniting this powerful network to amplify
our efforts to do good locally and around the world. As we strive to unify our community with an
eye to maximum impact, we believe that promoting inclusion, creativity, and ambition will
continue Oregon’s progress toward becoming a globally influential hub.

GlobalPDX Conference 2021

This year our conference is entitled “Reimagining Global Change” to explore ideas for
innovative change and deeper collaboration. GlobalPDX is hosting our conference to address the
interests  of the international development community in Oregon and beyond. This year we are
re-affirming our commitment to collaboration and inclusivity by hosting our event in the
“UnConference” format. Learn more about this year’s conference here.

https://globalpdx.org/globalpdx-conference/


Sponsorship

We welcome both Member, and Non-Member Organizations at our 2021 Conference, giving
mission driven organizations a platform to reach a diverse and influential group of attendees
across a broad spectrum of fields.

If you or your organization would like to become a sponsor of the 2021 GlobalPDX conference,
please complete this form. If you would like to learn more about sponsoring, please reach out to
Jennifer Miller.

Audience

We anticipate an audience of approximately 100 people representing both the public and private
sectors, academia and government. Conference participants are thought-leaders in the field of
international development representing organizations that work in multiple countries around the
world, practitioners who spend time in the field, researchers seeking solutions to global
challenges grounded in science, and funders interested in investing for impact. We are closely
following health & safety precautions, and will follow all guidelines recommended by state
officials and Mcmenamins. While we cannot guarantee Oregon weather, we have chosen this
year’s location because of its access to outdoor space as an added safety precaution.

https://secure.lglforms.com/form_engine/s/xw3IZQ5XbaPcvFl-iqHEAQ
mailto:jennifer@globalpdx.org

